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The memory of her is here.
She blankets like a sponge,
soaking through the topsoil in wet spring.

She is the landscape, stretching her stories in every direction.
She is the Grandmothers, when you listen to her over tea you get—
pulled in,
stuck in—
Like tires in mud.

The house her brother built sits on a hill next to a garden that will appear in a few weeks. That’s where you spent all your summers.
Root vegetables in high sun—push into the ground.
But now, the water soaking the soil shoots up into the roots of *li l’yawr* and tells new stories along the branches.

The life of this home is old.

Too long of a conversation to ever hear it all,
but too warm not to feel all of it at once. Like smoke, the ghosts of our ancestors permeate this land.

The weight of the chain sits on the ground here, stomped on but still stolen. This hybrid home will always be haunted now. The impression of a dark surveyed imprint on beaded wildflowers.
But your family knew how to walk with ghosts,
so you can still hear the stories shared here,
and spared here.

And now your family knows how to protect this land. How to love her.
Outside the home, there is an addition—a lean-to kitchen connecting to the yard out back. It carries *lee zaef* from the chickens, canned berries from the bush, and *la farine pour la gallet*.

The transition of spring makes you dream of *la tire*, your family harvesting from the Manitoba Maples for *li siiroo d’araab* harvested in the bush.

The passing of winter has turned into a heavy river. The ground says *ni nohtahy awpawkwawn*. And you reply, me too.

Maybe this land, *you think*, has room for another Michif like me.

---

**Michif Terms**

- *pay Keeway* | come home
- *li l’yawr* | cottonwood tree
- *lee zaef* | eggs
- *la farine pour la gallet* | flour for bannock
- *la tire* | maple taffy on a stick
- *li siiroo d’araab* | maple syrup
- *ni nohtahy awpawkwawn* | I’m thirsty

---
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